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“THE WILD DUCK”
By Lillian Y. Peck, ’31
Could Ibsen have sat in the audience in
Howe Memorial Hall on Monday evening,
April 7, and seen the presentation of his
play, “The Wild Duck”, by Morehouse Col¬
lege students, he would have smiled with interest
and sympathy and would probably have thought
with the rest of the audience that the play was
well interpreted.
Considering the fact that “a play is what
you make it” one cannot help but recognize
and appreciate the unusual ability of Miss
Cooke to cast and interpret plays.
It would not have been easy to identify
Jerome Harrison in the shrewd and crafty
old man Werle trying to deceive his son
Gregers Werle as he does the rest of the
world. Gregers is an outstanding character
in Boynton Milton, who feels it his mission
in life to reveal to Hialmar Ekdal, his old
college friend and son of his father’s part¬
ner in business, Lieutenant Ekdal, things
which made Ekdal’s position in life, to him,
untenable.
James Murray did an extraordinary in¬
terpretation of Hialmar Ekdal, who, as a
dreamer and idealist, served as the dupe for
old man Werle, until he was told the real
facts of his position by Gregers. Hialmar
maintains diligently his father, old Lieuten¬
ant Ekdal, whose unfortunate fate was
plainly visible in the remarkable portrayal
of the old man by Bernard Flood.
Millie Dobbs did a rare piece of dramatic-
work in Gina Ekdal, the wife of Hialmar.
(Continued on Page 7)
THE GLEE CLUB CONCERT
On April 11 the Annual Glee Club Concert
was held in Howe Memorial Hall. When the
audience were seated the Spelman Glee
Club, in white, filed to their places and be¬
gan the program with the tuneful “Sunshine
in Rainbow Valley.”
The Spelman Orchestra made its initial
public appearance and were well received.
Following this was “The Walnut Tree”, with
violin obbligato played by Thelma Brock.
Then came two choral numbers, “Lullaby”
by Scott and the well-known “Anitra's
Dance" by Grieg.
The soft and colorful "May, the Maiden"
by Bessie Mayle added another touch of
spring to the program. The light and airy
“Little Damozel" was Miss Mayle’s second
number, which she repeated as an encore.
“Stan' Still, Jordan" and “Little Wheel Turn¬
ing in My Heart" were two spirituals by the
Cilee Club. "Adoration” was a violin num¬
ber played with assurance and skill hv Josie
Jackson.
The chorus closed the program with “I




On Friday, April 11, Spelman College cele¬
brated her forty-ninth anniversary. At 10:00
o’clock an athletic meet was held in More¬
house Gymnasium, at 3:00 o'clock an aca¬
demic procession to Sisters Chapel for an
address by Miss Mary McDowell, and at
8:00 o’clock a glee club concert was held
in Howe Memorial Hall.
The athletic meet consisted of competitive
apparatus stunts and a mimetic drill. The
silver loving cup given by Mr. Trevor Ar¬
nett for the student who does the best work
on the apparatus team went to Jean Taylor,
of the class of ’32. The second prize went
to Ruth Westmoreland, tenth grade, Spel¬
man High School. Honorable mention was
given to Elizabeth Heath, Ida Jones, and
Lucille Dillon.
At 2:30 o’clock the academic procession
began to form. The line of march began at
Morehouse Hall with the seniors followed
by the other college classes in order (being-
joined by the High School at Giles Hall,
and proceeded thence to Sisters Chapel. The
marshals wore academic robes and carried
blue batons. The faculty and guests followed,
wearing academic robes.
The speaker for the occasion was Miss
Mary E. McDowell, founder and head of
University of Chicago Settlement. In intro¬
ducing her, Miss Read spoke of her work
in the settlement and also of the book that has
recently been written by Wilson on "Mary
E. McDowell,—Neighbor." The subject of
her address was “Wise-Hearted Women.”
Miss McDowell said, in part, “I love beauty,
(Continued on Page 7)
ATLANTA SPELMAN CLUB
The annual meeting of the Atlanta Spelman
Club, preliminary to Founders Day, was held
the afternoon of April 10, 1930, in the Home
Economics Building with Mrs. Charles H.
Wardlaw presiding. The Gdlege Senior Class
and the alumnae of Spelman High School were
guests as usual and as honor guests of the
occasion Miss Read presented Miss Mary Mc¬
Dowell of Chicago, Mr. Trevor Arnett, Presi¬
dent of the Board of Trustees, and Mrs. Arnett,
also Mr. Arnett's secretary, Miss Evans, of
New York City, and Mrs. John Hope, of
Atlanta.
Tea was served in Miss Engel's apartment
after which the guests gathered in the, assembly
room for the program. There was music by the
Spelman quartet, a vocal solo by Bessie Mayle,
an instrumental solo by Carol Blanton and a talk
by Mary A. Dunn, Spelman, ’30, on “The De¬
velopment of Dramatics on Spelman Campus.”
Following the program came the presentation of




By Evf.lvn Pittman, ’33
Hazel Harrison, the world’s greatest Negro
pianist was presented in recital Friday evening.
March 21st, 1930, by Spelman College. The
first rendition, Variations on a Bach Theme by
Liszt, was especially well received and the audi¬
ence was assured that it was listening to a
master artist. The bass of this number was
taken from Bach’s Cantata, “Weeping, Wailing,
Lamenting are the Christians’ Bread of Tears,"
followed by a Lutheran Chorale. The other
numbers were. Sonata in G minor by Schumann,
two Intermezzi by Brahms, and Scherzo in B
flat minor by Chopin. The last selection was
Six Etudes by Paganini-Liszt. These numbers
displayed the marvelous technique at the com¬
mand of the artist.
Miss Harrison was born in La Porte, Indiana,
where she attended public school, and, while she
was still in high school, her unusual talent was
discovered by Victor Heinze with whom she be¬
gan studying, going into Giicago once every
week for her lessons. Miss Harrison made such
rapid and noticeable advancement that she was
sent to Berlin, Germany, where she was placed
as soloist with the Berlin Philharmonic Society.
At this time she played Grieg’s Concerto in A
minor, and before returning to America, she met
Busoni. Returning to this country she com¬
pleted her high school work and in a few years
went back to Berlin where she studied for three
years with the Masters Busoni and Egan Petri.
Following the outbreak of the World War Miss
Harrison returned to America and since that
time she has given recitals in every music center
in the country.
AMERICA COMES OF AGE:
Andre Siegfried
Reviewed by Jean E. Taylor, ’31
It is difficult in a brief review to do more
than scant justice to a book of this sort. After
reading this significant volume on America, one
does not need to question the author’s knowl¬
edge, for it is evident from cover to cover that
the author has traveled widely and, at the same
time, has observed closely and recorded facts
faithfully. Not only will this volume prove
interesting and helpful to students of history,
economics and political science hut to every
person who has not read it. There is a lure
of style and content that literally draws the
reader from one paragraph to the next, and
from chapter to chapter.
The volume is divided into three parts. The
first part is a re\*iew of the Ethnic situation in
America, in which M. Siegfried gives, in a
brief, yet accurate form, the origin, existing
conditions, thoughts and problems confronting
the American people. M. Siegfried speaks quite
freely on this situation and especially does he
prove without apology the Color Problem and
(Continued on Page 7)
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OUR CAMPUS
Every year about this time, members of the
campus community stand and admire the beauti¬
ful trees and grass, as a, stranger would who is
visiting us for the first time. Our campus is
beautiful and is growing more beautiful. A
path across the grass would lessen this beauty.
Whenever you are tempted to cut across the
grass, think of the large sums of money spent
each year for the improvement of the: campus;
think of this slogan—Give the Grass a Chance.
HARMON EXHIBIT OF FINE
ARTS BY AMERICAN
NEGRO ARTISTS
An Exhibit of Fine Arts by American Negro
Artists will be shown on Spelman campus be¬
ginning May 1 and extending through May 7.
This exhibit has been arranged in connection
with the \\ illiam E. Harmon Awards for Dis¬
tinguished Achievement among Negroes as an
outgrowth of the Award in Fine Arts. It is
the third year in which productions of colored
men and women have been shown under these
auspices, and is the second time for the Harmon
Exhibit to be shown at Spelman College. The
collection this year comprises 71 pictures.
SCRIPTURE READING AND RECITA¬
TION CONTESTS
The winner of the Chamberlain Scripture
Reading prize of fifteen dollars was Mary
Alice Dunn, '30. The winner for the Lu¬
cinda Hayes Scripture Recitation prize of
fifteen dollars was Mamie Bvnes, '32.
CHAPEL ECHOES
THE Y. W. C. A. SPONSORS
PROGRAM FOR IN¬
DUSTRIAL WEEK
The week of March 17-21 was observed
by the Y. W. C. A. as Industrial Week.
On Monday, Dr. W. W. Alexander, direc¬
tor of the Interracial Commission, spoke con¬
cerning some present conditions in industry.
He stressed the need of Labor Unions be¬
cause organization is the only way to get
what is needed. He also stated that it will
be impossible, on account of racial difficul¬
ties, to organize the industrial workers of the
South until they realize that the curse of
the laboring white man is also the curse of
the laboring Negro.
On Tuesday, Mr. A. Philip Randolph, edi¬
tor of the “Black Worker" and president and
organizer of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, spoke on “World Peace and the
Darker Races." He raised the question, “Why
strife?” since there is room enough in the
world for all of us. Since world harmony
does not exist, we have various problems of
Nationalism and Racialism. He also gave
several methods of securing harmonious in¬
dustrial relations, but the best method, he
said, is by emphasizing the fact that upon
the shoulders of the worker world progress
rests. The group must work together, and
it is only through education that they will
be brought to understand the necessity of
working together.
On Wednesday Mrs. Amber A. Warburton,
of the Economics Department of Spelman
College, spoke on “Workers’ Education.”
She gave the history of this movement and
also some interesting accomplishments. She
stressed the need of a Labor College in the
South for the benefit of colored industrial
workers, since one of this kind does not, at
present, exist.
Thursday Dr. Edgar Johnson, head of the
School of Economics at Emory University,
spoke on “Some Economic Aspects of the
Labor Problem.” He placed emphasis on
“impersonal forces and institutions that af¬
fect labor.”
The talk given on Friday by Mr. B. R.
Brazeal, Professor of Economics and Soci¬
ology of Morehouse College, concluded the
program for the week. His subject wras
“What the Student Can Do About It,” mean¬
ing these existing economic conditions. He
emphasized the fact that many great things
have been accomplished by students. We
should begin preparations now for the part
we are to play, doing well every small task,
building strong bodies, characters and minds,
and, getting rid of the “gimme a break" psy¬
chology so widespread among our race, go
out and make our own “breaks."
* * *
On April 1, Mr. W. M. Scott, a business
man of Philadelphia, Pa., who is a trustee
of Tuskegee Institute, and a veritable god¬
father to Miss Amy A. Chadwick’s work
for the Leonard Street Home, in Atlanta,
gave a quaint picture of the old historic
Great Valley Baptist Church, of which he is
MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR
MISS MAY C. HAMILTON
On Sunday morning, April 13, 1930, the Spel¬
man community held a memorial service for
Miss May C. Hamilton, a former Bible teacher
who had been at Spelman from 1910 to 1928.
During this time Miss Hamilton had touched
the lives of many persons on the campus and
outside.
In introducing the program Miss Read spoke
of Miss Hamilton’s love for this campus and
the students and of the talk she gave in 1927,
at the first Thanksgiving service held in Sisters
Chapel. ( Miss Read said, “There was so much
kindliness and such sense of humor in her, that
one’s whole impression of her was of a friendly
person who loved people, who loved good, and
who loved God.”
The program was a series of word portraits
given by representatives of every group with
whom she had lived and worked. The groups
represented by these speakers were the college,
the High School, the Elementary Department,
and Shiloh Baptist Church, where she taught a
Sunday School class. Each of the speakers gave
some personal impression of their beloved friend,
and the girls who were in the Sunday School
quartet when Miss Hamilton was superintendent
of the Spelman Sunday School sang two of her
favorite songs, “The Old Rugged Cross,” and
“Out of the Ivory Palaces.”
Miss Clara A. Howard, a first graduate of
Spelman, who had taught and worked with Miss
Hamilton was introduced. She told of experi¬
ences with the lowliest kind of people, a defi¬
nite test of her loyalty and devotion to the
neediest ones she could find. Miss Timson of
the faculty and a close friend of Miss Hamil¬
ton spoke of how she remained active in the
things she loved to do, until the last hours of
her life and of her funeral service held in Nash¬
ville and at Ripon, Wisconsin. At the latter
service there were many lovely floral tributes
which her nephew,—knowing it would be Miss
Hamilton’s wish—sent to be used at the funeral
of a colored person who had no flowers.
Miss Read announced the May C. Hamilton
Memorial Loan Fund which friends of Miss
Hamilton have started and which is for the
benefit of senior college students.
Mrs. Kemper Harreld of the Spelman Alum¬
nae pointed to the deep significance of a life
spent in finding and doing not the things usually
counted great but in doing in a great way the
things usually counted least.
a member, and told of the burying ground
where Phyllis Burr, a slave, is buried.
Concerning Miss Burr he said that she
was brought to America on the slave ship
Ganges and sold into slavery to pay for
passage on ship and died at the age of
seventy-five. On the monument erected to
her w7as this inscription, “Faithful Unto
Death.”
The pastors of the church take great pride
in showing this monument.
During the week of March 10 to 14, “Dis¬
cipline" was the subject of the chapel talks.
Miss Read set people thinking by raising
the question, “Why is discipline ever felt to
be punishment instead of help and guid-
(Continued on Page 5)




By Jranita Jernigan, ’32
I’hc Biology Department of Spelman Col¬
lege has recently increased the number of
live animals which students may watch and
study. Such study is giving real experience
with real life. Students find genuine pleas¬
ure in investigating what various authori¬
ties say about the animals now living in
their laboratory, and are thus cultivating
habits of scientific thinking.
There is much value in studying these liv¬
ing animals. One can learn from books that
the Amphiuma, Siren, Xecturus, and Sala¬
mander belong to order Urodela of class
Amphibia and that the Bullfrog belongs to
order Anura of class Amphibia, subphylum
Vertebrata and phylum Cordata. One can
learn that the Horned Lizard and Turtle
belong to class Reptilia, subphylum Verte¬
brata and phylum Chordata. From biologi¬
cal study one knows that the “Congo Eel”
has four legs and gill openings, the Siren
has no hind limbs, but has external gills all
through life and the “Mud Puppy’’ has four
legs and external gills. But the students can
better understand by seeing the living ani¬
mals. Day after day some students have
watched the naiads growing, and they have
seen the crayfish molt, that is, shed its
exoskeleton which has been saved for study.
'This year the Freshman class have made
their drawings from live fish rather than
from dead ones.
The Spelman Biolog}' Department is only
a few years old, which accounts for the fact
that this is the first outstanding experience
with numbers of living specimens. Most of
those, such as crayfish and tadpoles, used
during the years since this laboratory has
been established, have been from local ponds;
but on March 26 came the Amphiuma, Siren,
Salamander, Bullfrog, Horned Lizard, and
Turtle from the Southern Biological Supply
House in Louisiana. The advantage of get¬
ting material from such a source is that one
can get specimens out of season while classes
are in session and a greater variety of speci¬
mens. Local specimens are not so varied
until summer or later in the season than the
time of study. From time to time different
lots have been received and still more are
expected. In spite of this the advanced biol¬
ogy students go out to hunt for specimens
and they recently found Brown Snakes.
The keeper, knowing the natural home of
these animals of the water, earth, and air,
has their indoor habitat built as nearly as
possible like their natural habitat. The crea¬
tures of the water live in an aquarium, a
glass rectangular box about 6 ft. x 3 ft.
divided into two apartments 3 ft. x 3 ft.,
with running water passing through all the
time so that it will be clean and fresh. The
bottom is covered with sand, pebbles, small
rocks, and one large rock which serves as a
hiding place in the day time for the cray¬
fish. a predacious animal, while the top is
latticed to keep the animals from jumping
out. In the small aquarium a glass rectan¬
gular box about 3 ft. x 2 ft. containing still
water, live the little frog and the “Mud
Puppy.” The bottom of the box is covered
with sand, a few pebbles and some algae.
The Horned Lizard, an inhabitant of the
desert, lives in a small artificial desert about
3 ft. x 2 ft. with a stretch of sand, a sand
mountain, and a mossy patch that resembles
a forest of tree trunks with all the branches
removed. The snails live in a two-gallon wide
mouthed glass jar, the bottom of which is
covered with moist earth and moss so that
they can live in peace, while the top is cov¬
ered with mosquito net to keep them from
crawling out. The little fish, whose scaly
coats are opalescent, gold, silver, or irides¬
cent with patches of black, swim through the
arches in a glass, three-gallon, oval bowl
with shells and green in the bottom. The
newly born chicks live in a pasteboard box
lined with snow-white cotton. These babies
have not been much trouble yet. The depart¬
ment only began incubation last year.
Submarines, automobiles, and aeroplanes
must all have careful attention and proper
fuel to keep their motors in order because
everything must hit when it fits. These liv¬
ing aquatic, terrestrial and atmospheric ani¬
mals must have very good daily care. To
keep them in good healthy condition for
laboratory use they must have suitable dwell¬
ing places such as we have described and a
varied diet; this calls for money, time, and
the care of dutiful, lovable caretakers to
keep them comfortable. The temperature of
the desert must be kept right, the water in
the small aquarium must be dipped out daily
and a fresh supply put in to keep a healthy
place for the little frog and the “Mud
Puppy,” and, especially, proper food must
be supplied for each prisoner. The larger
aquarium must be watched to see if the
Bullfrog has knocked over the drainer which
keeps the water at a certain level. The earth
where the snails are must be sprinkled daily
to keep it moist. As the fish are living in
still water, it must be changed daily to keep
it fresh and clean. The incubator must be
kept at 103 degrees and the eggs turned
twice daily until hatched; then the baby
chicks must be attended to with much care.
The motors of these living submarines, auto¬
mobiles, and aeroplanes must always hit;
consequently they require careful inspection
to see that everything fits when it hits.
Xot only must time be spent in caring for
the homes of these animals, but also in pro¬
viding the diets for them. With the warm
spring days and the April showers, the cura¬
tor has found much fresh food so that the
animals’ menus have been varied with algae
and insects. Along with Nature’s food, the
animals have been fed fresh meats. The
“Mud Puppy” and the “Congo Eel” like liver
the best, but the Eel eats more; the Bullfrog
likes beef and the tadpoles eat the crumbs
of meat from the larger helpings.
In spite of the conscientious efforts of the
keepers who visit the laboratory at all hours
of the day and night to make sure that the
animals are all right, these living subma¬
rines. automobiles and aeroplanes have acci¬
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appeared while on exhibition at the fresh -
man class lecture. Dr. Wallace suspected the
Horned Lizard as they had been together
during the demonstration. After the lecture
the animals were carried to their respective
homes. Then the other Salamander disap¬
peared and no one knows how, when, or
where to. Somehow another submarine, the
Siren, got his tail partly destroyed, which
was a fatal wound. The first thing the stu¬
dents heard at biology lecture was Dr. Wal¬
lace saying, “Notice, the Siren is dead." Still
another tragedy! The Bullfrog jumped out
of the aquarium before the top was latticed,
hopped under the radiator and skinned her
hack.
One morning when the assistant janitress
came to make the room ready for class, she
discovered a long black something in the
corner and screamed. On second look she
found that it was a surviving submarine, the
“Congo Eel", on the floor. When put into
the water it revived. All these little tragedies
make the care of these living creatures very
exciting.
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THE DREADFUL SIGN
By Mamie Bvnes, ’32
(The U’hcatley-Eausct Story Telling Club,
under the direction of tlieir adviser held a story¬
writing contest. H e print the story adjudged
first place.—Editor.)
There was in a certain city a young mail) who
carried the dreadful sign. People had been
warned not to associate with him. There were
some who were never informed what the danger
was of coining in contact with the lonely one,
yet they knew that he was never to become one
of their companions.
The scorn and hatred which were heaped upon
Lonely Leper did not prevent him from being
the happiest person around. The more he was
shunned the more contented he seemed.
Very soon the scorn of the people began to
weaken, and although they knew that he was
dangerous, they envied his happiness and wanted
to know the secret of it. Finding it difficult
to discover, they longed to shadow his life with
gloom.
Many things were attempted to attain this
end. Mock games alluding to< the Lonely Leper
were originated. He was wickedly talked about
in loud, boisterous conversations, and even sung
and spoken about in taunting rhymes. To these
actions the lonely one allured with much sur¬
prise and even praised the people as the worthy
authors of songs and speeches.
He said, “If all the things which you meet in
life are as carefully examined and analyzed as
I have been, the person who is to be your fol¬
lower has little chance to improve upon what
you have already done.”
Never before had they been treated in this
way. Why was he praising them? Was there
any chance for one like him to be a worth while
person? They wondered what to do next.
Finally, after much discussion, many opinions,
and varied suggestions, another plan was decided
upon. “Suppose we ignore his existence alto¬
gether!” they said. No one wants to be of so
little importance that he is not even noticed.”
At once all agreed that this was the plan to be
followed. Formerly, they had been too attentive
to him. From this time on he never saw anyone
giving him the slightest sign of recognition.
Whenever one of them passed him, they gave
him about as much notice as if they had passed
on old fence post. And whenever it) fell his lot
to do the passing, he was no more noticed than
a passing gust of wind, which occurs so fre-
quently1 and expectedly that it become perfectly
natural.
None of this caused him to waver in his con¬
tentment and perfect happiness. The people
were very much amazed now. They had re¬
sorted to the last thing that they knew of to
change the countenance of the leper. The sug¬
gestions now offered seemed to have no bearing
upon the case. When hope was almost aband¬
oned, one of the wisest among them said:
“There is one thing yet that no one has dared
do. Let us go to him. Who knows but what
he can tell us something that we do not know?”
The whole situation had become such a puzzle
and they were so interested in solving it that
all precautions previously given concerning the
danger of the lonely one were entirely forgotten.
They decided that this was the only satisfactory
thing to do. The leper was to be brought into
conversation with them. But who would bear
tin' invitation to him? Lven though he seemed
so happy, perhaps he would not feel free to do
what they asked of him, after having been mis¬
treated by them. A few were willing to take
the risk, but by appointment, only three were
assigned the task.
When they walked up to him, they were com¬
posed and wore smiles. “We’ve come to ask
you a question,’’ said the leader. Wont you
come in among us and tell us a few things?
We would like to know about your life." For
the first time the lonely one wore a grave look
on his face.
If you are sure that is what you want, I will
come.”
They at once returned and reported the news
of their successful mission. The leaders and
the entire group arrived early for the appoint¬
ment, impatiently awaiting the person they most
desired to see. He came on time, calm and
happy as usual.
Without a shudder or a moment’s hesitation
they put to him their question:
“We want to know why it is that you are
always happy, even when people are saying and
doing everything to make you unhappy. We
now feel sorry for what we did. Our only
excuse is the desire to find out how to be as
happy as you are.”
He replied:
“My name is Lone Leper
I am the dreadful sign;
Though treated as unworthy,
Happiness is mine.”
“Very soon after the world began," he con¬
tinued, “man sinned. Ever since that time some
one has had to bear boldly the sign thereof so
that others might beware of the danger and
avoid the snare it involves. By agreement with
the Supreme Captain of this city, I bear this
sign. When I was chosen, it was understood
that I must stand alone, and suffer the conse¬
quences of whatever the world thought or said
of me. Thinking always earnestly of the vow
that I made, I have never allowed anything to
weaken me in performing my duty. And now,
to know that the world has become so in¬
terested in me and that my life seems a puzzle
to humanity signifies that I am doing my work
well. That is why I'm happy.”
All the while he talked, he looked upward as
though receiving sanction from another source.
When he finished his eyes once more sought his
new companions.
But w'here wrere they ? They were no longer
to be seen. Each of them was alone, thinking
and murmuring earnestly to himself.
Real life had dawmed upon them. ,
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A ST. PATRICK TEA
By Onnie Ray Nichols, ’33
One of the most delightful social events
of the college year was the St. Patrick Tea
sponsored by the Sophomore Home Eco¬
nomics Class under the supervision of Miss
Daisy W. Smith.
The tea was given the afternoon of March
15, 1930, in Miss Kugel’s apartment, which
was fittingly decorated. Antique candle hold¬
ers, made in Belgium, held beautiful green
candles which, when lighted, blended effec¬
tively with the green stalks and yellow blos¬
soms of a bowl of jonquils.
The hours were 2:30 to 5:30 and the guests
who included students and teachers were ar¬
riving and leaving every half hour. Each girl
of the class went about her appointment with
ease, the ushers welcoming the guests and
presenting them to the hostess. With the
arrival of each group of guests, the group
that had been appointed to usher, to serve
tea, to pour and their helpers gave place to
a new group, while they become guests.
The menu was:
Tea
Sugar squares decorated with a green
clover leaf
Green clover leaf sandwiches filled with
mint jelly
Green and white sandwiches with olive
filling
Cream colored scroll cookies tied with
green ribbon
Drop cookies decorated with candy
daffodils
Green clover leaf cookies
Green candy harps and pipes
Green mints
This neat and dainty menu continued the
color scheme set by the green candles and
jonquils.
Teacher: “Now, Mary, if you were born
within ten miles of the Mexican border, to
whom would you belong?”
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TROUBLES WITH A PEN
Augusta J. Johnson, ’32
Foremost of the tilings in the world that give
the most trouble is trouble itself. Sometimes it
comes in the form of an unsymmetrical fever
blister on your upper lip just as you are plan¬
ning to have a photograph taken. At other
times trouble, posing as the second breakfast
bell, interrupts just when you have turned over
in your cozy bed to finish that blissful dream.
Countless other forms have trouble though
none is more unbearable than the one it uses
to harrass a poor student who has to write a
theme with a provocative pen. This is the sort
of pen that allows itself to become a most
humble slave with trouble as its master. The
pen may be shining black with gold trimmings,
water color with purple trimmings, Duofold.
Waterman, or Conklin; the appearance or make
has nothing to do with the matter when once
trouble becomes the pen’s master.
How the provocative pen behaves depends
primarily upon the amount of trouble that
enters it. This amount, in turn varies inversely
with the nearness of the date on which the
theme is due.
If the theme is due at the expiration of a
week, the provocative pen will somehow happen
to get lost and stay that way without your
knowing it until, on the day the theme is due.
Picture yourself as you cautiously arrange your
writing materials and apparatus ready to make
a last cop}'. Then very confident and perhaps
triumphantly, you reach for the stationery box
where the pen is kept. While you give your
roommate a first caution about disturbing you,
your hand wanders instinctively over the com¬
plete area of the box’s interior, seeking, in
vain, that provocative pen. Two days later
you find it in your laundry bag.
Resolving to profit by your last misfortune,
when the next golden opportunity comes for you
to write another theme you “take your pen in
hand” early in the evening after school is out
and hold it and never lay it down. You de¬
clare that you must immediately, if not sooner,
begin tomorrow's lesson and have it over before
the last minute. You will use the pen presently
before it has a chance to be lost. Do you
think you have avoided trouble ? Ah, no!
Watch the seconds and minutes leap by in
couplets, eight at the time, disregarding all
traffic laws, while you fruitlessly try to coax
the nice pen to transmit to the nice paper the
nice thoughts that seek an exit from your
supersaturated brain. You think and think, but
the pen failing to do its duty, excuses itself
with this : that your thoughts are not such that
it can afford to express them unless you can
get them into a more concrete form.
By this time all your patience has leaked out.
You exclaim that you were not made to write
themes anyway. As you stand up and yawn
and stretch the saucy pen falls on the floor.
Then there comes another idea you think it will
work. Instead of giving up you sit back down
to your task. Where is the pen? Oh, yes, you
remember it dropped to the floor. On the floor
then it should be. On the floor it is and what
is more, the provocative thing is twisted and
flattened into the floor so that it is with im¬
mense difficulty that you take it from the floor.
Thoroughly disgusted you throw it into the
A Congo Mother
GLANCES INTO THE LIFE
OF MISS CLARA HOWARD
(Concluded)
EXPERIENCES ALONG THE CONGO
By Augusta J. Johnson, ’32
In describing her work, Miss Howard said,
“One had to be teacher, mother, doctor, nurse,
home maker, everything. There were many sick
babies who needed little more than a bath to
make them well. When one mother saw her
child made well, she would tell other mothers
and they would bring their children. There
are mothers the world around anxious to have
their children comfortable. The mothers were
little more than property of their husbands. All
women were so considered. The men brought
their sons to the mission and asked that they
be taught ‘plenty sense quick,’ but the little girls
were neglected. We saw that something ought
to be done for the women folk too. They were
interested in wearing clothes therefore we would
tell them that if they learned to make a gar¬
ment they might have it. Soon there was a
class of women learning to sew, to keep clean,
and to care for children as well as to write
and to read Bible stories. Girls began to come
also and the home grew to full capacity.”
Just as in Miss Howard’s own home in At¬
lanta her mother had required the older children
to see that the younger ones studied, so in the
school in Friendship Church basement, and in
the barracks that once were the home of Spel-
man, as fast as one pupil was really capable of
teaching those of lower grade, he was expected
to do it. Thus Spelman was able to grow and
take care of many serious learners. By the same
method the school along the Congo grew and
spread. Miss Howard was responsible for its
being graded similarly to schools in the United
States. The people’s eargerness to learn how
to be good and kind and to have all the com¬
munity be honest, fair and just with each other
waste basket and you give it one farewell look
which expresses to it your multitudinous thanks
for having made you forget your brand new idea
besides all the other trouble it has given you.
was indication that Miss Howard’s project was
being accomplished.
For five years Miss Howard stayed in Africa.
Although she had frequent attacks of fever she
held out until the fifth year. Then her health
was so broken that she had to leave, though
still unwilling to do so. When she left for
home, her friends did not expect her to live
through the journey. However, she seemed to
have been more confident of herself, for she
took with her a little native girl. She stopped
in London and was treated in a hospital there.
When better she sailed for the United States.
She spent many weeks in the Spelman hospital
and when the hot weather came, went north to
try to regain her health.
Still eager to do more mission work she went
later as a missionary to South America, think¬
ing that the climate might be more suitable
there. Again her health failed, and she returned
to Atlanta.
Later she became a teacher and hall matron
at Spelman. It is said that when very young
students applied for admission they were sent
to her hall, for she knew what to do with them.
From hall matron she was changed to dining¬
room matron. As such she worked at Spelman
until June, 1928, when ill health forced her to
resign.
Now she lives with her sister at 1014 Ashby
Grove, Atlanta. Even though she still suffers
from the effects of the African fevers, and sel¬
dom goes out from home, she is as alert as ever.
She keeps herself informed on a great variety
of interests and is in touch with many friends.
To the Spelman girls she is the same Miss
Howard as always. A visitor finds her home
a cozy, cheerful place, reflecting the qualities
of Miss Howard herself.
CHAPEL ECHOES
(Continued from Page 2)
ancer" Miss Perry steered the students’
thinking to the idea that discipline, if we
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Beautiful Lily! Symbol of Life!
Banishing^ Death and the horror of strife—
Thou hr ingest joy on the wings of the morn,
Thou herald’st the day of resurrection.
Emblem of Beauty, spotless and white!
Bearing good tidings on wings of light,
Thou bringest balm in thy heart of gold;
Thou tellest a story ever new, though old.
Sweet Easter Lily, whiter than snow!
We hail thee as blithely as ever before.
Give us the hope of Life Everlasting,
Let us catch the gift that thou art casting.
THE SCRIPTURE
CONTESTS
Much interest was manifested in the annual
Chamberlain Scripture Reading Contest and the
Lucinda Hayes Scripture Recitation Contest held
in the Assembly room of Giles Hall, Friday,
March 28, 1930.
Every class in the High School was well rep¬
resented. Sara Murphy, ’33,1 Lottie Lyons, ’30,
and Carrie Adams, ’30, participated in the Read¬
ing Contest with Carrie Adams as winner.
Marie Jones, ’32, Essie Jones, ’33, and Annie
Buckins, ’31, were the contestants in the Recita¬
tion Contest, with Annie Buckins as winner.
Each girl made a splendid showing and we of¬




She is alone, always alone, this reaper of
whom I speak. Sometimes she comes singing
and happy, sometimes in pain and misery; but
she always brings sorrow. Never have I known
her to come into the; presence of anyone without
throwing a shadow of sorrow and grief around
the people to whom she pays a visit.
When she comes, someone goes away with
her—never to return. We have long tried to
understand her but we can't. Her personality is
such that it cannot be comprehended by any
human being.
When she comes and takes away our loved
ones, we feel the touch of her cold, icy fingers
tearing at our very heartstrings. We shrink
hack in horror and fear, wondering if we shall
be the next to bow before her sickle .
She comes and goes and never says a word.
She only takes her chosen one and goes away,
leaving the living to wonder who she is and
why she comes, taking away the ones we love.
Why can't they stay with us always? She
merely shakes her head in silence, gathers in her
harvest and goes her way.
It is said that we should rejoice when we see
this reaper coming. We don’t. Why? Perhaps
it is because we do not understand her and we
also have a certain fear of her, to such an ex-
A SERIES OF HIGH SCHOOL
LECTURES
During the week of March 24 to March 31,
the twelfth grade English class had the rare
opportunity of hearing a series of lectures on
some of the novelists that they have been read¬
ing the past six weeks. Plardy, Eliot, Dickens,
Barrie and Galsworthy were selected as repre¬
sentative.
Miss Cooke made the initial lecture to an
appreciative audience with a talk on Thomas
Hardy. Among her reasons for liking Hardy,
she stated that the name Hardy is so strong and
so “earthy” that the sound of it gives one the
impression of strength. His characters also re¬
mind her of Gothic architecture in the way they
are presented, for they are arched and lofty.
Miss Roudabush presented George Eliot very
clearly by calling attention to the way in which
she treats her characters. They are real and life
like, and we live with them through their ex¬
periences. As in real life, they weave their
own destiny by the habits they form.”
“Our deeds still travel with us from afar,
And what we have been makes us what we
are.”
Mrs. Willis gave a short sketch on the early
life and works of Dickens, and also a list of
his books that she encouraged everyone to read.
She heightened the group’s enthusiasm by read¬
ing first a description of a meal in a New York
boarding house from “Martin Chuzzlewit,” and
next Joe’s deathbed scene from “Bleak House.”
These were read especially well, and all deter¬
mined to better acquaint themselves with Dick¬
ens.
Miss Spaeth continued the series by firmly
defending a friend of hers—Sir James Barrie,
who is often considered sentimental. Miss
Spaeth maintained, however, that the epithet
“whimsical” better describes the characteristics
of Barrie, and that Barrie is fundamentally
true, though the outstanding traits in his writ¬
ings are his fancy and humor.
On Monday, March 31, Mr. Redding of More¬
house College lectured on Galsworthy. He was
greeted by an enthusiastic audience, as his visit
had been looked forward to for some time. He
drew attention to Galsworthy’s technique and
his theme of property as one of the main in¬
fluences on men’s lives. Galsworthy has writ¬
ten nineteen novels within a period of twenty
years, which gives an average of almost a book
a year. The book that has perhaps made him
famous is “The Forsyte Saga,” which comprise
three novels. From Mr. Redding’s point of
view, Galsworthy is the best living novelist.
tent that we do not have the courage to ap¬
proach her.
No matter how we feel when she comes, no
matter how we comprehend her, she will always
come, take her chosen one from among us and
goes her silent way.
“If we who are in life cannot speak
Of profound experiences,
Why do you marvel that the dead
Do not tell you of death ?”
THE FAT LADIES' SOCIETY
As a result of a very much wanted and a
much needed reducing machine, another society
has been formed in the High School Depart¬
ment. The name of the society suits the use of
the machine—“The Fat Ladies’ Society.” Those
who are eligible are^ sometimes looked upon as
fortunate by those not eligible, for they too wish
to try out the new machine. Very often a slim
girl will ask, “Miss Dupuy, do I need to re¬
duce?” Quickly will come the answer “I think
not,” which shatters the hope of the expectant
speaker. Much fun is obtained by teasing those
who have joined the Society or those who
haven’t and ought to. Occasionally, a person to
whom a little plumpness could be added with
better results will be asked, “Are you in the Fat
Ladies’ Society?” Surely this machine will




The High School Department has been
happy to have a group of practice teachers
from the Senior College class. It has also
been quite a novelty to have Mr. Floyd Sul¬
livan and Mr. William Cook, of Morehouse
College, teachers of Solid Geometry and
World History, respectively.
Miss Minnie Cureton, Miss Justine Wilkin¬
son, Miss Annie Hudson, Miss Lois Daven¬
port, and Miss Evelyn Green have been
■working under the supervision of Miss
Frisby, and the students of World History
and American History have thoroughly en¬
joyed having them.
Miss Ruby Brown and Miss Etta Haynes
are teaching in Miss Rose’s department,
pouring out their knowledge of Latin cases
upon two of her Latin I divisions.
One section of the French I students have
been enjoying “Blue Beard” and “Little Red
Riding Hood” with Miss Samantha Howard.
Part of the eleventh grade have explored
the rich pages of George Eliot’s “Mill on the
Floss” with Miss Allen, in Miss Spaeth’s
English III class. They have also increased
their vocabularies by leaps and bounds.
The students of English IV are reading
and discussing the poems of Browning with
Miss Phyllis Kimbrough, Miss Elsie Ed¬
mondson, and Miss Frankie Berry. The
Seniors of the High School have enjoyed
the contact with members of the Senior Col¬
lege Class who have passed over the dark
depths of Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
years. The twelfth graders themselves will
soon he making new tracks over these same
paths.
Miss Lottie Jordan, Miss Johnnie Price,
and Miss Johnnie Hadley have been advanc¬
ing the theory that a well-prepared meal is
the nearest way to the heart. They are teach¬
ing in Miss Davis’ sections of Home Eco¬
nomics.
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AMERICA COMES OF AGE:
Andre Siegfried
(Continued from Page 1)
the religious aspect of American life. He ex¬
plains the difference, as he sees it, between the
two groups of Protestants—the Fundamental¬
ists and Modernists—in America, what they
stand for, and the attitude toward the Catholics.
He describes what an American means by the
term “A true American.” In describing America
as to race consciousness, the author portrays
our country as a supporter of the eugenic law,
with a few opposers. “For,” he said, “an
American looks on reproduction from much the
same angle as does a breeder of dogs.”
The second part gives the economic situation.
In this division one particularly notices the
accuracy with which the author recorded data.
Even though everything in this economic review'
may not flow easily to the average reader, it is
well worth while to get a Frenchman’s ideas on
the economic situation in America, and to com¬
pare or contrast them with ideas of American
writers. It is here that M. Siegfried portrays
America as an extravagant elder person, plung¬
ing in headlong, gaily without regard for the
future. America’s present economic independ¬
ence is a dominant basis for her superiority
complex, so M. Siegfried seems to infer.
The political situation which is the third part
of this brilliant and significant survey, shows
the author's exactness of detail. M. Siegfried
has made a careful study of the political situa¬
tion in America and makes this statement,
"America is not greatly preoccupied with poli¬
tics.” This he goes on to prove by giving a
complete description of the political parties,
displaying their weak points and their strong
points. He shows the effect on American
politics her relationship with foreign countries
has made. “America’s relationship to England
is sincere, because of a common origin and a
common civilization,” but, he states, the atmos¬
phere is different in America’s relationship to
France. Even though both democracies were
originally inspired by the same school of politi¬
cal idealism, the two peoples are totally differ¬
ent and find a difficulty in understanding each
other. The American according to the author
admits that he likes French freedom, but he
feels that the morals of the French people are
unquestionably low, and that French society is
far inferior to that of America.
M. Siegfried's conclusion concerning Amer¬
ica's society is that it is far more materialistic
than the mother countries of Europe; that it
tends to produce things rather than people, that
America is sacrificing a leading aspect of civi¬
lization, that of individual creative effort for
material progress, while Europe squanders her
man power and spares her substance.
\\ by do you cry and sigh and cry?
It is the living that suffer,
Not thosc that die.—Jessie Wilson.
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THE INDISPENSABLE
HOME ECONOMICS
By Edythe Tate, ’32
It has been said that man’s work ends with
the setting of the sun, but woman’s work is
never done. A woman’s work is not only never
finished, but she never finishes learning how¬
to do her work. A woman who does a woman’s
work needs a many-sided, multiform culture.
The heights and depths of human life must not
be beyond the reach of her vision. She must
have a knowledge of men and things in many
states. She must have a wide catholicity of
sympathy, the strength that springs from
knowledge and experience.
Since the earliest time man has struggled for
existence. His primary struggle consisted in a
fight for food, shelter and clothing. As the
centuries have passed and man has become more
and more civilized, this struggle for substance
has become more scientific. There has been a
greater desire for beauty, comfort, and leisure.
The realization of these desires has been mainly
left to woman, and as an aid in achieving these
ends, Home Economics has proved an excellent
preparative.
This field of study is broad and offers many
alternatives. In this age of specialization one
is praised for knowing how to do one thing well,
but in this field a person can know how to do
many related things well.. One can become a
food chemist, a textile chemist, a designer, a
wholesale buyer, a stylist, a public health worker,
a dietitian, an instructor in Home Economics
and hold many more choice positions.
One may become a moulder of happiness in
the home. A mother who has had a course in
Parential Education, Economics, Sociology, Hy¬
giene and the other fundamentals of good home
making, has the chance to make her family a
happy and healthy one.
Homemaking, w'e believe, is the work that de¬
mands the broadest culture. The lawyer may
see no deeper than his law' books and the chem¬
ist, no farther than the windows of his labora¬
tory, and they may both do their work well. A
woman, however, should have all human inter¬
ests and development at heart to such an extent
that she may have the broadest scope of knowl¬
edge and culture possible.
This new science, a development which has
been proved indispensable in the wheel of mod¬
ern civilization has been an instrument of vital,
daily use.
Economic experts, physicians, lawyers and
other leaders in public welfare express their ap¬
preciation of the difficulties Home Economics
can set right.
It is an expansive, rapidly growing field, well
worth the hard work which is required of stu¬
dents. It is one of the best majors a college
woman can select.
At Spelman a new curriculum for Home Eco¬
nomics is being constructed. It is hoped to
provide a scope of work which shall be based
upon a firm scientific artistic and economic
foundation, and give opportunity for majors in
such specialized fields as Parental Education,
Institutional Management, and Home Economic
Education. To the student who is looking for a
field full of vital interest, one in which great
service can be rendered, Home Economics will
appeal.
“THE WILD DUCK”
(Continued from Page 1)
when she tries to make and keep the foun¬
dations of her home secure, although she
realizes that one false move would destroy
them.
There can be no doubt that the most creative
piece of acting was done by Ida Miller as
Hedvig, the child of tragedy who failed in her
desperate and fatal attempt to prove to her
father her love for him.
A character of admirable poise and insight
w-as found in George Marshall, who played
the double role of Dr. Relling and Cham¬
berlain Balle. There was a very evident con¬
trast in the constructive personality of Dr.
Relling, who in contrast with Gregers saves
all of the good in human situations rather
than shattering happiness with relentless
facts.
Although Katie Walker as Mrs. Sorby ap¬
pears to be quite fastidious about her mar¬
riage to old man Werle, she makes it quite
plain that she is perfectly aware of what
she is doing.
Equal praise should be given to Simeon
Davie, who in the dual role of Mr. Molvik
and Chamberlain Kasperson, to Ralph Perry
as Petterson, and to Augustus Randall as
Jensen, the butler, who in their parts con¬
tributed to this very effective play.
SPELMAN CELEBRATES
HER 49TH ANNIVERSARY
(Continued from Page 1)
and hate ugliness. Beauty belongs to all
the children of all the creatures of the
world.” The wise-hearted women of the
Bible brought the work of their hands—
blue, purple, scarlet,—fine linen for curtains
and goat’s hair for tapestry to hang in the
open spaces of the beautiful temple. There
is great need that we keep our hearts warm
w-hile we cultivate our heads. We should
do this in order to make balanced women!
As the wise-hearted women today we do
not bring beautiful things in our hands, but
we are going to do beautiful things with
our hands. The work of knowing about ugli¬
ness and sordidness and correcting condi¬
tions that should not exist—this is the work
of our hands. It compares favorably with
the work of those other “wise-hearted
women.” It does not as yet gratify our eyes,
but we will, in time, come to that. She also
spoke of a pioneer “Wise-hearted woman”—
Alice Masaryk, who is doing work in
Czechoslovakia. She spoke of the Founders
of Spelman as being “wise-hearted women.”
“They had faith which went into the other
people and made this work possible," said
Miss McDowell.
She spent nearly a week as the guest of
the college community visiting classes, chat
ting with students or faculty. It was a rare
privilege to have had her with us. for >he is
sincerity in every breath 1
I he (ilee Club Concert, which concluded
the program for the day. was a musical treat.
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SOPHOMORES AS THEY
ARE TO EACH OTHER
By Maenelle Dixom, ’32
Feature these:—
“Carmen”—not playing her trumpet three-
flights-up in Morehouse South, and not giv¬
ing a business woman’s bob.
“Skinny”—not indulging in talking and get¬
ting a hair-bob, the latest campus fad.
“Ernestine”—not fainting in history class,
her Waterloo.
“Prudence”—without her highly perfumed
articles.
“Briggs”—without her vagabond hat and
not answering all unexpected questions cor¬
rectly.
“Tinna”—without her goggles and not oc¬
cupying a valuable space in gym, doing
nothing.
“Sweet Georgia”—not clowning and weigh¬
ing 95.
“Lil”—without a marcel and that noncha¬
lant air.
“Nelle”—without her ceaseless spontaneity
and limited vocabulary full of coined ex¬
pressions.
“E. E.”—with a boyish bob, short dress,
and spike heels.
“L. G.”—without her ’cello instrument and
assignment ready.
“E. G.”—without the latest Paris fashion.
“J. G.”—without her punctuality.
“E. H.”—without her compact, thinking
every day is St. Patrick’s day.
“Harris”—with a long dress pending from
her coat.
"Professor Ison” — without the unusual
ability to keep peace.
"Tiki”—six feet in the air without her
red hat.
“Skeezix”—not monopolizing all her extra
time with the sheik and reducing Mr. Wrig-
lev’s supply of gum.
“Jenkins”—without her winning voice.
“Jernigan”—without a stack of library
books and not begging the Registrar to let
her carry ten subjects.
“E. J.”—not collecting and hoarding all
news.
“Tiny”—without her Specks, studying the
cottage course.
“Kennebrew”—with controllable feet and
getting the cup in the Founders Day appa¬
ratus meet.
"Kilpatrick"—without her melancholy and
modest air.
“Annie West”—not giving her opinion in
a monotone voice when explaining the les¬
sons to teachers.
"Buddah”—not filibustering with her "up
the country” accent.
“Lee”—not filling her black and “White”
pen with "Carter’s” ink.
“Olangsti”—not getting into character with
her nightingale voice.
“Tap”—without always “more or less” try¬
ing to show some one a deep point and hav¬
ing her say in politics.
“Myrt”—not looking spic and span in col¬
legiate sport togs and cutting every class.
"Teele”—without her loyal ability to usher
and with a Greta Garbo-bob.
“I. J.”—not using milky way candy as a
medium of exchange and soliciting aid for
her club.
“E. O.”—without Dentyne, her middle name
Industry, and squeaking like a prima donna.
"Lou”—not joining Render and the other
H. E. girls in giving “swell” teas.
“Rubye”—not being the Jewel of the col¬
lege barber and not advocating, “Eat your
dessert but don’t make a meal of it."
"G. S.”—without that quiet, modest w'ay in
setting an example.
"D. S.”—without her “Miss” and without
a friend making a non-stop drive every week¬
end to Spelman.
“Pops”—without her dignified, command¬
ing personality.
“Sherman”—without her latest Render-bob
and with the power of comprehension.
“E. T.”—not winning first prize in a Mara¬
thon questioning contest.
“Jean”—without her ability to improvise
with dramatic effect.
"Susie”—“in the meantime” without the
use of Juneburg in a “high solete" manner.
“Liss”—without a stiff Hoover apron and
a broad grin.
“M. W.”—without her witty answers and
not holding up the ideals of the Sketch Art
Club.
“C. W.”—without her “slackness” and math.
“O. W.”—without being as busy as a bee
in doing her gym dance and without her
“what now?”
“Unca Walt”—instead of taking daily doz¬
ens on the newr reducing machine, Spelman’s
need of ham and gravy is being reduced.
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"Yes, she hates to be without ’em.”
* * *
Asking Largely
“May I borrow your pen, Dutnbie?”
"Cert.”
“And will you mail this letter as you go
down town?”
"Sure.”
“Lend me a stamp?”
"Here y’are.”
“Thanks,—and by the way, what’s your boy
friend’s address?”
* * *
“You’re scared to fight.”
“I ain't, but me mother’ll lick me.”
“An' how’ll she know?”
"She’ll see the doctor going to your house.”
—Washington Star.
* * *
A certain youth who graduates this spring
from college is about to become, according
to a proud little sister, one of the aluminum
I sat and looked at a light in front of me, but
behind that light was darkness. They told me
this was “Life.”—Elizabeth Woodall.
Anything one studies until he knows the whole
truth about gives him power to know other re¬
lated thing's—gives him an experience by which
his worth, at least to himself, is increased.
Until one has worth to himself, he is of un¬
certain worth to anyone else.
